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Differential cross sections for ct + e elastic scattering have been measured at lab ener-
gies of 18.00, 21.12, 24.11, 25.50, 26.99, 28.50, and 29.50 MeV. The majority of the data
have relative errors less than 1/o, and the additional error in absolute scale is 0.30%. A
phase-shift analysis of the data has been performed, and most of the phase shifts have been
determined to within +3 . These phase shifts and others from the literature were used to
study properties of the G.' + e system in the center of mass energy range 1.50 to 14,74 MeV.
First, an R-matrix analysis was made of the 1=4 phase shifts; this analysis yields a
resonance energy of 11.7+0.4 MeV and a level width at resonance of 4.0+0.4 MeV. Second,
comparison was made of the G." + e phase shifts with results of previous resonating-group
calculations, and this comparison shows good agreement with a calculation which includes
one inelastic channel and a nucleon-nucleon repulsive core. Third, an e & potential
model was constructed. This model contains an attractive potential obtained by folding
Gaussian e-particle densities together with a Yukawa-shaped direct part of a nucleon-
nucleon potential and, in addition, contains phenomenological short-range repulsive com-
ponents in the l= 0 and 3= 2 states. The model reproduces the experimental phase shifts
quite well when the Yukawa potential is taken to have a range corresponding to a two-pion
mass.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS "He(0, , &) He, F- = 18.00—29.50 MeV; measured a(F-; 0);
deduced phase shifts I=0, 2, 4, 6. R-matrix analysis 1=4. Comparison with

resonating-group calculations. Potential-model analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental importance to nuclear physics
of the interaction between two + particles has long
been recognized, and consequently, this interaction
has been the subject of much theoretical' "and
experimental" "study. The spin-isospin satura-
tion and high binding energy of the n particle sug-
gest that a-particle-like substructures might be
important constituents of light nuclei' or of the
surface region of heavy nuclei. " Therefore, a
detailed knowledge of the o. + e interaction possibly
could clarify certain aspects of nuclear reaction
mechanisms and nuclear structure. In particular,
recent Q. -particle-model calculations" of proper-
ties of "C and ' 0 have shown the usefulness of
a description of the &+ & interaction in terms of
a phenomenological potential. ' " The n+ n sys-
tem is also a very important one for the testing
of calculations using the resonating-group" meth-
od, which has been quite successful in describing
interactions between very light nuclei. This
importance rests in the fact that the + particle
is such that many of the approximations of the
resonating-group method are expected to be quite
valid for the a+a system, especially at center of
mass (c.m. ) energies below the reaction threshold
of 17.35 MeV. Thus, it is of considerable interest
to compare such calculations with precise ex-

perimental results in this low-energy region. An

additional important aspect of the o. + n interaction
arises from some of its theoretically deduced
characteristics. ""These are that exchange
effects, such as those caused by the Pauli exclu-
sion principle, can be represented by an /-depen-
dent repulsive potential of short range and that the
long-range part of the interaction can be repre-
sented by an attractive potential to which only the
direct part of the nucleon-nucleon potential makes
a significant contribution. " Consequently, it has
been proposed' that an accurate determination of
the long-range part of the ~+ n potential may
provide information on the direct component of
the nucleon-nucleon force.

In the present work we have measured differential
cross sections for a+ e elastic scattering at seven
bombarding energies between 18 and 30 MeV, and

have expended substantial effort to make these
measurements in an accurate manner. The major-
ity of the data have relative standard deviations of
less than 1~/~, and the standard deviation in the
absolute scale is 0.30k. The methods used in

carrying out the experiment and in reducing the
data to differential cross sections are discussed
in Secs. II and III. The extraction of phase shifts
from the cross-section values is described in

Sec. IV. Most of the phase shifts have been de-
termined to within —,', which is an accuracy con-
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siderably greater than that reported previously" "
in energy ranges which overlap that of the present
experiment. In Sec. V we relate how our phase
shifts and others'5"' from the literature have been
used to study properties of the a+ a system in
the c.m. energy range 1.50 to 14.74 MeV. In that
section we describe an R-matrix analysis of the
/ = 4 phase shift, a comparison of the ++ n phase
shifts with those obtained from current resonating-
group calculations, and a potential-model analysis
of the phase shifts. In the latter analysis, emphasis
is given to obtaining a description of the long-
range part of the e+ o. interaction with a view
toward probing the direct part of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction. Finally, concluding remarks
are made in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Apparatus

The MP tandem Van de Graaff accelerator at the
Williams Laboratory was used to produce &-

particle beams of the desired energies. The energy
of the particle beam is determined by the require-
ment that the beam undergo a 90 deflection in a
calibrated analyzing magnet. The original calibra-
tion" of this magnet was accurate to about %.04@,
which yields an uncertainty of about +10 keV in the
a-particle bombarding energies used here. Soon
after the present experiment was completed, the
magnet calibration was rechecked'6 by an observa-
tion of the well known" T =~ resonance in "C(P,P)
near 14-MeV proton bombarding energy. The
resonance energy obtained using the original cali-
bration constant of the analyzing magnet was 4
keV different from the accepted value. " This
difference is not significant in the present experi-
ment, because of the uncertainties arising from
corrections for energy loss in the gas cell.

The scattering chamber" is of 43-cm diameter
and contains independently rotatable, radially
grooved upper and lower turntables. Before data
taking was begun, a thorough chamber alignment
was carried out and tests for reproducibility of
the turntable angular settings were made. ' This
procedure involved the use of a precision align-
ment telescope" having integrated micrometers,
which allow direct measurement of object vertical
and horizontal displacements from the optical
axis. The alignment of the data-detector collimator
assembly, which was mounted in one of the grooves
of the lower turntable, was also checked during
chamber alignment. It was determined that the
angle at which the symmetry axis of the detector
collimator assembly intersects the optically
def ined beam line in known to a 0.03' and is repr o-
ducible to one-half of this value.

Two detector assemblies were used. One served
as a monitor at a fixed angle and the other served
to measure differential cross sections. This latter
assembly (the data-detector assembly) consisted
of a parallel-edged front aperture, a rectangular
rear aperture, and intermediate antiscattering
baffles, all mounted in a tube of 1.9-cm i.d. and
all carefully fabricated from 250-p, m-thick tantalum
sheet. The approximate dimensions of the data-
detector assembly were: width 2a of front aperture
= 1 mm, width 2b of rear aperture = 1 mm, height
l of rear aperture =5 mm, distance h between
front and rear apertures =140 mm, and distance
Rp of Ole rear aperture from the scattering -cham-
ber center =189 mm. For this assembly the
lowest-order geometry factor 6» =4abl /(hR, ),
had the approximate value 1.8&10 ' cm sr. The
important aperture dimensions were measured
to accuracies ranging from +0.001 to +0.002 mm.
These measurements were carried out using a
30-power microscope with a micrometer-driven
traveling stage, "whose micrometer -dial calibra-
tion was checked by measuring the dimensions of
several standard blocks. " The aperture dimen-
sions measured in this way were reproduced by
independent measurements on a 20-power shadow-
graph. The accuracy with which all relevant
dimensions of the data-detector assembly are
known results in the value of G«being known to
+0.23@. The particle detector was a silicon,
surface-barrier type, having a sensitive area of
100 mm' and a maximum depletion depth of 700
p. m. The detector was mounted directly behind
the rear aperture, and the entire assembly was
accurately and rigidly positioned in one of the
radial grooves of the lower turntable. The moni-
tor-detector assembly, which was mounted on
the upper turntable, had, at different times,
geometry factors G00 from 2 to 4 times larger
than that of the data-detector assembly.

The 'He target gas'4 was contained in gas cells
enclosed by 6-pm-thick Kapton foil." This Kapton
plastic foil was used because tests" showed that
the multiple Coulomb scattering of a particles in

it is considerably less than in previously used
2.5-p. m-thick Havar" metallic foil. Most of the
data were obtained using a 2.3-cm-diam cylindrical
brass cell having 1-cm-high windows separated
by two posts. Some forward-angle data were ob-
tained using a 3.8-cm-diam brass cell having a
3.5-cm-long snout, through which the beam passes
before entering the central volume of the cell.
The cell could be evacuated and filled by means of
a gas-transfer system which contains a liquid-
nitrogen-trapped mechanical pump, provision for
passing the target gas through a, liquid-nitrogen
trap, and an optional 1-liter gas reservoir. The
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gas reservoir was necessary in the present ex-
periment, because Kapton foil is somewhat per-
meable to helium gas. Thus, at the 400 Torr
pressure used in the present experiment, the cell
pressure would decrease at a rate of about 5 Torr/
hr with the reservoir closed off from the system,
whereas the cell pressure remained essentially
constant over many hours with the reservoir
opened to the system.

The instrumentation for determining the pressure
and temperature of the gas cell possessed remote
readout capabilities, which allowed continual
monitoring of the pressure and temperature values.
The pressure readout was provided by an electronic
pressure transducer" of the diaphragm-capacitance
bridge type, used with a precision digital volt
meter. In addition, an accurate mechanical pres-
sure gauge" was included in the gas-transfer sys-
tem, which was situated near the scattering cham-
ber. Both pressure instruments were calibrated
to within +0.1% by comparison with a mercurial
monometer" whose accuracy is one part in 3000.
The temperature readout was provided by recording
the resistance of a semiconductor thermistor, "
which was embedded in and in close thermal contact
with the brass material of the gas cell. The therm-
istor was calibrated against a mercurial ther-
mometer" which carries an NBS certificate of
accuracy. The calibration was reproducible to
~0.3'C.

A 178-cm-long 10-cm-diam Faraday cup, with

magnetic electron suppression, is attached to the
scattering chamber and collects the beam particles
after they have passed through the gas cell. The
beam-charge-collection efficiency of the Faraday
cup arrangement has been investigated and it has
been shown'6 that, with Kapton foils on the gas
cell and with the scattering-chamber pressure
less than 5X10 ' Torr, the following processes
have negligible effect on charge collection: escape
of secondary electrons from the Faraday cup,
entrance into the Faraday cup of electrons ex-
pelled from the gas cell by beam particles, ioniza-
tion of residual gas in the scattering chamber,
and multiple Coulomb scattering of beam particles
in the gas cell. The total beam charge collected
in a data-taking period was measured with a com-
mer ical" beam -current integrator. This integrator
was calibrated in our laboratory'0 to an accuracy
of ~0.1/p, and our calibration agrees with that
specified by the manufacturer.

The electronic instrumentation used was quite
standard and consisted of charge-sensitive pre-
amplifiers, linear amplifiers, single-channel
pulse-height analyzers, computer -interfaced
scalars, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
and an on-line computer. The pulses from the

monitor-detector linear amplifier were connected
to a single-channel analyzer, and the analyzer
output pulses were scaled. The pulses from the
data-detector linear amplifier were connected
both to a single-channel analyzer and to the ADC.
The output of the single-channel analyzer was
scaled and was directed to a gating input of the
ADC. A comparison of the number of gate pulses
with the number of pulses analyzed by the ADC
yielded a factor used to correct the data for the
ADC dead time.

B. Procedure

At the beginning of each data-taking period, the
stainless-steel tubing and reservoir of the gas-
transfer system were heated to promote outgassing.
The system was then pumped for many hours
before 4He gas was transferred into the cell. The
e-particle beam was directed through collimators
and into the scattering chamber by means of
steering and focusing operations. Beam alignment
was facilitated by the observation, through closed-
circuit television, of the scintillations produced
as the beam passed through a thin quartz disk at
the scattering-chamber center. The aligned beam
had, at the center of the gas cell, a diameter of
1.6 mm and a half angle of divergence of 5 mrad.
This divergence angle was caused almost entirely
by multiple Coulomb scattering of the beam in the
Kapton foil enclosing the cell.

After it was made certain that all the apparatus
was functioning properly, data taking was initiated
by checking that several previously measured
@+a cross sections couM be reproduced. Such
tests for reproducibility were made many times
throughout the course of the experiment and were
made at a. variety of angles and at all bombarding
energies. To measure the cross section at each
lab angle, data runs were always made with the
data detector set alternately at equal turntable
angles to the left and to the right of the incident
beam, and usually at least 25000 counts were
accumulated on each side of the beam. The ob-
served left-right asymmetries in the number of
counts often corresponded to an angular asymmetry
several times 1.arger than the optically determined
angular accuracy of +0.03'. This indicates that
usually the main contribution to the observed
asymmetry came from deviations of the actual
beam direction from the optically defined beam
line. The lab-angle sequence in which data were
taken was such that possible equipment malfunc-
tions varying slowly with time could be detected
by their causing the differential cross section to
deviate from a smooth relation to angle.

At each beam energy, the monitor detector was
set at an angle such that its counting rate would
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not be very sensitive to minor changes in beam
direction. Thus its primary purpose was to mon-
itor target-gas density and beam-current-integra-
tion efficiency.

After each data run, the contents of the scalers
and the data-detector pulse-height spectrum were
stored on magnetic tape for subsequent detailed
analysis. Other necessary information was re-
corded manually. During data collection, pre-
liminary analyses of the data were always carried
out as a continual check on the consistency of the
measurements.

Other data were also acquired during this ex-
periment. Data runs were taken using an empty
cell in order to aid in understanding the nature of
the background produced by high-order scattering
processes initiated by the interaction of the &-
particle beam with the cell foil. In addition,
o.'+ "N elastic differential cross sections were
measured at appropriate angles and bombarding
energies, because these data were needed in

making small corrections to the n+ o.' cross sec-
tions for air contamination present in the gas cell.
Finally, as one method of checking the over-all
accuracy of the entire data-collection system,
p+p elastic differential cross sections were mea-
sured for several angles at 9.918 MeV (lab), and

the appropriate data of Jarmie et al."were well
reproduced.

III. DATA REDUCTION AND ERRORS

Under the assumption that the target gas obeys
the perfect-gas law, the lab differential cross
section o~(8~) is given in terms of measured
quantities by the formula"

crz(g~) =1.6592 ~ mb/sr,TzN sin&~

where 6)~ is the lab scattering angle, T is the

target gas temperature, in K, z is the average
charge number per beam particle as collected by
the Faraday cup, N is the number of detected
particles corrected for detector efficiency, elec-
tronic dead time, multiple Coulomb scattering in

the target, and slit-edge scattering, I' is the par-
tial pressure, in Torr, of the molecular type4'

containing the target nucleus of interest, b is the
number of target nuclei per molecule, Q is the
total beam charge collected, in pC, and G is the

geometry factor, "" in 10 ' cm sr, which contains
effects of the detection and beam geometries, and,
if the variation in cross section with angle is taken
into account, G can be used to correct the data
for finite angular resolution.

The accuracy with which the quantities T and

Q of Eol. (1) and the total pressure were measured
has been discussed in Sec. IIA, and the errors'

TABLE I. Representative corrections to and errors in
a+a differential cross sections. Errors are standard
deviations.

C orrection Error
( Vo) (9o) Remarks

&oo
Gas pressure
Gas temperature
Gas purity
He equation of

state
Beam-charge

collection
Counting

statistics
Background

subtraction
Electronic dead

time
Slit scattering
Detector

efficiency
Angular

asymmetry
Absolute angle
1«coo I

Beam shape

+0.1
—0.1

+1.2

-0.15
+0.15

0.1

+0.23 Scale error
+0.1 Scale error
+0.1 Scale error
+0.04 Scale error

+0.1 Scale error

+0.4 Varies

+0.1 Varies

+0.05 Varies

+0.03
+0.06 Var ies

+0.02

0.0

Larger at deep
minima

Varies widely
Larger at deep

minima
Nonzero at deep

minima

for these and other quantities are listed in Table I,
which is a summary of representative corrections
and errors. Small corrections were applied to
correct for the fact that the helium density is
actually 0.1% larger" than that given by the equa-
tion of state of a perfect gas and to obtain the
partial pressure of helium from the total pressure
of the target gas. This partial pressure correction
was made necessary by the observation in the
n-particle spectra of a small number of detected
particles having energies corresponding to having
been scattered from nitrogen and oxygen, which

presumeably represent air contamination of the
target gas. The correction was made from the
number of contaminant-scattered n particles by
taking the cross section to be that for n+ "N
(see Sec. IIB). Normally the contaminant partial
pressure amounted to several tenths of a Torr
out of a total pressure of about 400 Torr, and

whenever the amount of contaminant was observed
to be much larger than this, the gas cell was
emptied, pumped, and refilled. The contaminant
partial pressure was determined to +40~jp.

Local beam heating of the target gas is expected
to be very small in the present experiment and only
to cause local temperature changes which are well
within the quoted error in target temperature.
This expectation has been verified" by measuring
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the same cross section at several beam currents
encompassing a fourfold range.

The uncorrected number of detected a particles
was determined from the data-detector a-particle
spectrum by the subtraction of a background,
mainly due to slit scattering, from the prominent
spectral peak produced by &+ e scattering. This
background was obtained by an extrapolation of
the spectrum on the low-energy side of the ++~
peak toward higher energies in such a way that
the extrapolated background became zero at the
high-energy side of the e+& peak. This was ac-
complished with a light pen and oscilloscope
display. Typically, the subtracted background
amounted to 0.5/q of the number of counts in the
&+ e peak and could be determined to about +20%.
Subsequently, calculations were carried out on
effects of slit-edge scattering" in order to help
determine whether or not the extrapolation pro-
cedure was a reasonable one. The question is
difficult to answer; however, it was estimated
that an additional subtraction of 0.15 a0.03fp of
the number of counts in the a+ n peak should be
made. This correction is the item slit scattering
in Table I.

Correction for the ADC dead time has been men-
tioned in Sec. IIA, and in addition, small correc-
tions for the dead time of the other electronic
components have been calculated from the ob-
served counting rate. The dead-time corrections
typically fall in the range 1 to 2 jg and are known

to about +5'.
A small fraction of the e particles incident on

the silicon detector will undergo nuclear reactions
with the detector material, and most of these
reactions will result in an energy deposit in the
detector different from that produced by those
many particles which deposit their energy through
ionization processes. The magnitude of this effect
will depend upon the energy of the incident &

particles. A correction factor was calculated by
using the o.'+ Si dE/dh vs energy relation" and an

n+Si total reaction cross section o~ vs energy
relation derived from optical-model calculations. '"
The correction" varies from 0.01 to 0.3% for the
present experiment, and we assign an uncertainty
of +40% to this correction.

Tests for the influence of multiple Coulomb scat-
tering in the target exit foil on the number of
detected & particles have been made earlier. "
In these tests a lower e-particle energy and

thicker Kapton foils were used than were used
here. The results of the tests indicate that such
scattering effects are small in the present ex-
periment and that it is reasonable to assume that
the loss of particles by out-scattering is com-

4abl

0
(3)

The symbols in Eq. (3) have been defined in Sec.
IIA. To correct the data for finite angular reso-
lution and beam geometry, higher-order terms
in G must be used. %hen G is evaluated through
terms of second order in small quantities, it can
be written in the form

gt gll
G = Goo 1+ho+ b, , +

L L
(4)

where the primes indicate differentiation with

respect to lab angle 6)~. The quantities b,„b,„
and ~, are angle dependent and have been calcu-
lated" by Kan" for the detection geometry of the
present experiment with a divergent beam, the
model for which we discuss in the Appendix.
Equations (1), (3), and (4) can be used to make

pletely compensated by the gain of particles by
in-scattering. Therefore, no corrections for
multiple Coulomb scattering were applied to the
present data.

Because of deviations of the beam direction from
the optically defined line, the scattering angle is
not known as accurately as the optical alignment
would indicate. In order to correct for this to a
large extent, the data taken left and right of the
beam (see Sec. IIB) were always averaged. Thus,
if 68, is the small angle which the beam makes
with the optical line, then the averaging process
eliminates errors due to odd powers of b, 9„ that
is

—,'[&x(left) + cr(right)] = oz (8~) +A, (8~)n 8,'

+A4(8~)h 8~' +

where o~(8~) is the lab differential cross section
at angle 6)~, and 8~ is the turntable angle. The
term A, (8~)b, 8,' in Eq. (3) was evaluated using
66), =0.1' and was included in the cross-section
relative error. It contributes only a very small
amount to the final error and is labeled angular
asymmetry in Table I. In addition, an error is
present because 8~ has an uncertainty ~6)~ of
+0.03' (see Sec. IIA). It is convenient to express
this uncertainty as an error in the cross section
rather than in the angle. Therefore, we assign
a further relative error to o~(8~) of o'(8~)68~,
where the prime denotes differentiation with
respect to lab angle 6)~. This term often con-
tributes a significant amount to the final relative
error and is termed absolute angle in Table I.

Initially, cross sections were evaluated from
Eq. (1) with the geometry factor G taken to be the
zeroth-order value G~, where
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self-consistent corrections for finite angular
resolution. We chose to do this in combination
with the phase-shift analysis discussed in Sec. IV,
because analytical expressions for o~ and v~ to
be used in Eq. (4) can be obtained directly from
the formula for o~(8~) in terms of the phase shifts.
Accordingly, the following procedure was carried
out. The initial cross section values o~(8~) ob-
tained by using Eq. (3) were subjected to a least-
squares phase-shift fit. The resultant phase
shifts were used to obtain v~ and 0~, which were
then used in Eq. (4) to obtain G at each angle 8~.
With these G values, new values for a'~(8~) were
obtained and the procedure was iterated until
convergence occurred. We found that, with our
data, one iteration was sufficient to obtain con-
vergence. The difference between the final values
of 6 and the value of G« is generally less than
a few tenths of a percent (see

~ G/G, J in Table I);
however, near deep minima the difference becomes
several percent. Uncertainties in G introduced
by reasonable variations in beam shape parameters
(see the Appendix) are generally negligible, but
rise to a maximum of 1' at deep minima. These
uncertainties are included in the cross-section
relative errors.

The beam energy at the center of the gas target,
the reaction energy, is known to +18 keV. This
uncertainty arises both from the uncertainty in
the beam energy calibration (see Sec. IIA) and
from the uncertainty in the calculation of the beam
energy loss in the cell foil and 4He gas. The
energy spread in the beam at the cell center is
+33 keV full width at ha.lf maximum (FWHM) and
is almost entirely due to straggling in the cell
foil.

The final lab differential cross sections, lab
angles, and reaction energies were converted to
the c.m. system by use of fully relativistic for-
mulas. The total error in cross-section absolute
scale is 0.30%, which is the sum in quadrature
of the contributions labeled scale error in Table I,
and the total relative error is the sum in quad-
rature of the contributions from the remaining
items in Table I. The c.m. differential cross
sections are listed in Table II and are plotted in

Fig. 1.
IV. PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS

The extraction of phase shifts from the present
data is greatly simplified by the fact that the
a+ n system consists of identical, spin-zero
particles and by the fact that there are no open
reaction channels in the energy region investi-
gated here. Thus, the phases exist only for even
values of the orbital angular momentum l and are
purely real. Furthermore, at the present
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energies only a small number of phase shifts will
be nonzero.

The expression g(8, 5) for the a+ a c.m. dif-
ferential cross section in terms of the phase
shifts 6, is well known"'" and will not be written
down here. At each bombarding energy the phase
shifts are determined by minimizing" the function
p' defined by

the angular distribution, the 8,. are the c.m. angles
at which the data were obtained, o(8, ) is the mea-
sured c.m. differential cross section, ho, is the
relative standard deviation of v(8, ), hy =0.003
is the fractional experimental error in the cross-
section absolute scale, and y is a normalization
factor, which is varied along with the phase shifts
to minimize y' and which is introduced to aid in

exposing possible hidden systematic errors in
the data. If such errors are not very significant,
we would expect that the majority of the y values
determined from the g' minimization would fall

x'= m(8g, &)-o(8&) ' r-&
$ =1 6y

where N, is the number of data points comprising
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FIG. 1. c.m. differential cross sections for n+e elastic scattering measured in the present work. Lab energies are
indicated, and almost every plotted point is larger in size than its associated error.
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FIG. 2. Normalization factor y from Table III. The
dashed l.ines indicate the standard deviation associated
with the cross-section scale.

in the range 0.997 to 1.003. Indeed, Fig. 2 does
show that the obtained y values are consistent with
the assigned scale error.

The method used to minimize X' is described in
Ref. 58 under the subheading square matrix search.
Continuity of the phase shifts as a function of en-
ergy was used to determine starting values for
the phases, and convergence from these starting
values to values yielding a y' minimum was rapid.
The same X'-minimizing solutions were obtained
when several other sets of starting values were
used; however, no attempt was made to perform
an exhaustive search for other local minima in
y' space. In Table III are listed the obtained
phase shifts &„ normalization factors y, and
values of y„' per degree of freedom v (v is 5 or
6 less than N~). The quoted errors are the square
roots of the diagonal elements of the standard
error matrix. " These errors do not indicate
how strong correlations between different fitting
parameters might be. Such correlations are mea-
sured by the off-diagonal elements of the error
matrix, and many of these elements were found'

to have values not greatly different from the values
of the diagonal elements. This latter fact implies
that correlations are often significant.

The largest angular-momentum value l used
in the fitting procedure for the phases of Table III
was l =6 for the three lowest energies and l =8
for the four highest energies. In addition, fits
were carried out using l =8 at the three lowest
energies and l =6 at the four highest energies.
Except for the data at 25.50 MeV (lab}, the phase
shifts obtained using E =6 differ only slightly from
those obtained using 1 =6. At 25.50 MeV (lab}, how-

ever, this difference is significant; for example, the
fit for / =6 gives the value ~4=85.57' +0.40',
which is not only smaller by 3.07' +1.81' than the
value in Table III, but also has a considerably
smaller associated error. Such behavior can

be verified by an inspection of the error matrices
for l =8, which show' that the correlations
between 6, and the other 4, are at least 10 times
stronger at 25.50 MeV (lab) than at any other
energy. Thus, at this energy even a small value
for ~, and its associated error can produce sig-
nificant effects on the other phases. Even though
we expect on physical grounds that &, should be
very near zero in the present energy region, we
have nevertheless chosen to present, at 25.50
MeV (lab), the phase-shift set obtained when 5,
was included in the fitting procedure. We feel
that had we excluded &„ thereby ignoring the
correlations inherent in our data, the resultant
phase-shift errors would have been unrealistically
small.

A simple test was carried out on the 25.50-MeV
(lab) data to attempt to discover whether or not the
correlations with &, arise from data. in a narrow
angular region rather than being associated with
the entire angular distribution. The errors of a
data group at five successive angles were multi-
plied by a factor of 4, and then a phase-shift ana-
lysis was performed for each angular position of
the data group. The angular position was varied
to cover the entire angular distribution; however,
no significant changes in the correlations were
produced by this procedure. In particular, the
effective removal of the data points around the
deep minimum near 40' (c.m. ) had no effect. We
presume that removal of the 6, correlations at
this energy would require more accurate measure-
ments than we have made here.

tan ' RP4
1 —R(S, —8) (6)

where R is a sum over levels ~ and involves the

V. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS

A. 8-matrix analysis of 64

The R-matrix formalism" is often used to
extract nuclear parameters from experimental
data on resonance reactions; for example, in
Refs. 7 and 8 this formalism is applied to a study
of 0' and 2' levels in 'Be. In Ref. 15 a single-
level analysis of 6, for the n+e system was
made using the limited data then available (E,. b

&23 MeV, 5~&60'). With the inclusion of the 6,
values from the present experiment with others
available, ""a more accurate analysis is possible.

In the energy range we use to analyze 6„only
the elastic channel is open; consequently the R
matrix becomes an R function. Because we con-
sider only /=4, we sometimes suppress reference
to l in the following formulas. The nuclear phase
shift 64 is expressed as
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TABLE III. e+n phase shifts 6, , normalization factor p, and p per degree of freedom v obtained from analysis of
the differential cross sections of this work. The indicated errors are the diagonal elements of the standard error
matrix.

Et:.m.

(MeV) (MeV) y 2/v
60

(deg)
62

(deg)
64

(deg) (deg)
~8

(deg)

18.00
21.12
24.11
25.50
26.99
2 8.50
29.50

9.00
10.55
12.04
12.74
13.48
14.24
14,74

1.64
2.28
1.21
0.68
1.09
0.29
0.68

0.9970 + 0.0010
0.9967 ~ 0.0009
0.9997+0.0014
1.0013+ 0.0012
1.0002 + 0.0013
1.0006 *0.0012
0.9976 ~ 0.0010

7.14+0.15
-4.96+0.14

-15.33+0.16
-19.64+ 1.01
-22.81 + 0.96
-27.03 + 0.30
-29.12 + 0.17

101.38+ 0.21
96.33 + 0.07
91.86 + 0.13
89.37 + 1.54
88.98 + 0.63
86.79+ 0.15
86.90 ~ 0.13

15.86 + 0.12
36.27 + 0.07
72.61 ~ 0.16
88.64 ~ 1.77

105.29 ~ 0.88
115.26 + 0.20
121.19+ 0.17

0.60 + 0.11
0.54 + 0.05
0.87+ 0.06
1.61+0.39
1.56 ~ 0.17
1.70+ 0.10
2.20 + 0.11

0.36 ~ 0.19
0.05 + 0.11

-0.03 ~ 0.09
0.11+0.08

l =4 level energies Eq and l =4 reduced widths yq',

yx'
Ey —E

In Eq. (6) P, , —P, , and S, (I =4) are the penetra-
tion factor, hard-sphere phase shift, and shift
factor, respectively. Expressions for these are
given in Ref. 59, and they depend on wave number

k, Coulomb parameter q, and a channel radius
parameter a. The constant B in Eq. (6) is a
boundary condition parameter.

The resonance energy E„~for a level ~ is de-
fined" as that energy at which the level's reso-
nance contribution to the phase shift would be an
odd integral multiple of —,'n were that level the only
one present; that is

(8)

acceptable, single-level fit to 64 was found pos-
sible over the energy range of Fig. 3. Such a
failure is a common problem" which arises in

fitting broad levels; that is, the hard-sphere
phase is not an adequate representation of the
nonresonant part of the phase shift over a suffi-
cient energy range. ' One method of solving this
problem is to parametrize P, as an energy-depen-
dent nonresonant phase and to determine the pa-
rameters during the g' fitting procedure. Here
we adopt a different method, that of representing

l50-

where the l =4, energy-dependent level shift 4),
is given by ~ l00-

CA

2 level

This definition of resonance energy has the property
that if the constant B is chosen as B =S,(E„q ),
thereby making the level shift for the particular
level ~, zero at its resonance energy E„q,, then
the total resonant phase shift ~, + P, is an integral
multiple of —,'m at E=E„q, whether or not other
levels contribute to R.

As a first step in analyzing the 1=4 phase shifts,
we have performed a single-level (& =I only),
least-y' fit to the l =4 phases of Ref. 15. We have
taken the channel radius to be a =4.4 fm as in Ref.
15 and have set J3=0. The fit yields E„,=11.7
MeV, y,

' =1.46 MeV, and a level width I', =2y, 'P4
=6.3 MeV. These values differ somewhat from
those quoted in Ref. 15; however, both these
parameters and those of Ref. 15 fit only the low-
energy part of the ~4 resonance structure and fail
completely to fit &4 over an energy range which
includes the present data; this fact is illustrated
by the dashed curve in Fig. 3. Furthermore, no

UJ
CA

CL

Ct

50-

l level

I l I I ~» i I I I I I I I I I I t

0 2 4 6 8 l0 l2 l4 l6

c.m. ENERGY (MeV)

FIG. 3. 8-matrix fits to &4. The points represent
the ct. + a. phase shifts determined in the present work,
and the crosses are from Refs. 15-17~ The dashed
curve is a one-level fit to the phase shifts of Ref. 15,
and the solid curve is a two-level fit to all the phases
shown.
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the nonresonant phase by an artificial second
"level. " Thus we have performed a two-level fit
in which A. =1 represents the physical resonance
near 12 MeV and ~ = 2 represents a background
phase produced by the cumulative effects of other
l =4 levels.

In the two-level fit, the channel radius a was
chosen by studying' how the best-fit value of g'
varies as a function of a and by choosing a to be
in the rather broad minimum which exists in the
y' vs a relation. The parameter B was chosen
such that the level shift at the ~=1 resonance en-
ergy is zero; a procedure which discussions in
Refs. 7 and 62 indicate is a resonable one and
which was mentioned immediately after Eq. (9).
The final fit, which yields the quite satisfactory
value for X' per degree of freedom of 1.6 and
which is illustrated in Fig. 3, was generated by
the following parameters:

a =4.4 fm, 8 = —1.0434,

E„,=E, =11.68 MeV, p y
=0.97 MeV,

E, =58.9 MeV, y, ' =10.0 MeV.

The level width computed from I', =2y, 'P„where
P, is evaluated at 11.68 MeV, has the value 4.0
MeV. An alternate level-width definition, ' which
allows for the variation of the level shift with

energy, is that I'q is the difference between the
energy at which the resonant phase for ~ =1 alone
equals 135' and the energy at which it equals 45'.
This definition yields I', =3.8 MeV. The reduced
width of 0.97 MeV from the two-level analysis is
60$ of the Wigner limit and is significantly smaller
than the reduced width from the single-level
analysis, which is 92% of the Wigner limit.

Finally, if we take into consideration variations
in the level parameters with channel radius, we
can quote an associated uncertainty:

l =4 resonance energy =11.0 ~0.4 MeV,

L =4 level width =4.0 +0.4 MeV.

B. Comparison with resonating-group calculations

calculation includes a soft repulsive core in the
employed nucleon-nucleon potential and includes
effects of the &+a.* channel, where &* denotes
the first excited T =0, J'=0' state of the e particle.
It is seen from Fig. 4 that this calculation does
quite well in reproducing the experimentally de-
termined phase shifts. Also illustrated in Fig. 4
are l =4 phase shifts (dashed curve) calculated"
in a single-channel approximation with no repulsive
core in the nucleon-nucleon potential. The l =0
and l =2 phase shifts (not shown) from this calcula-
tion are very similar to those of Ref. 12; however,
the / =4 phase shift disagrees both with experiment
and with the calculation of Ref. 12. The fact that
disagreement occurs for 6„but not for ~p and 6„
may seem puzzling at first, because both the
&+ +* channel" and the nucleon-nucleon repulsive
core produce effects which become progressively
weaker as the angular momentum increases. It
must be realized, however, that in the calculation
of Ref. 11 an adjustment" was made in the nucleon-

100-

50-

0-
U)

LLI
(f)

100-

The resonating-group method" has had con-
siderable success in calculations of properties of
light nuclear systems. In particular, this method
often has been applied to the ++ n system, ' "
because it is expected that this system should be
very useful for testing such calculations, especially
at energies below the first reaction threshold. In

Fig. 4 we compare the present phase shifts and
others" " in the energy range 1.5 to 15 MeV
(c.m. ) with recent resonating-group calcula-
tions. "'" The solid curves are from the calcula-
tion of Niem, Heiss, and Hackenbroich. " This

50-

0-

I I I

0 5 10 15
c. ln. ENERGY (MeV)

FIG. 4. Comparison of the G + n phase shifts deter-
mined in the present work and those of Refs. 15-18
with resonating group calculations. The solid curves
represent the calculations of Ref. 12, and the dashed
curve represents the 64 calculation of Ref. 11.
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nucleon exchange constant u [see Eq. (3) of Ref.
11]. This adjustment is not able to compensate
completely for the differences between the calcula-
tions of Refs. 11 and 12. The particular value of
u used in Ref. 11 causes the disagreement to appear
in &4, however, a slightly larger value of u would
cause the &4 calculations to approach agreement
and would cause instead a disagreement in both
~p and &2. Such a disagreement in 6p and ~2 would
then be in the right direction to be caused by the
use of a nucleon-nucleon repulsive core in one
calculation but not in the other.

C. Potential-model analysis

V =Vaa+Vc (10)

Phenomenological nuclear potentials V„„de-
scribing the o. + n interaction"''" have applica-
tions in several areas'; however, here we are
primarily interested in an aspect of V „which was
discussed by Ali and Bodmer, ' namely, the pos-
sibility that an accurate determination of its long-
range part might yield some information on the
spin-isospin independent part (direct part) of the
nucleon-nucleon potential ~ This possiblity occurs
because, first, the fact that the & particle has
T =0 and 4" =0' impl. ies that the direct part VD of
V „arises almost entirely from the direct part
of the nucleon-nucleon potential, and second,
theoretical studies have shown'"'P that VD is
of longer range than the exchange part" of V„„.
More specifically, resonating-group calculations"
indicate that exchange effects produce a short-range
repulsive component in V „for l =0, produce a
weaker short-range repulsive component in V~„
for l =2, and have very little influence for l~4.
Therefore, &4 is determined almost entirely by
V~. We should mention that such l-dependent
characteristics of the short-range repulsive
components of V„have been found in previous
studies' ' "of phenomenological ~+ ~ potentials
(however, see Ref. 6).

Here we follow much of the procedure of Ali
and Bodmer, ' with two important differences,
however. One difference is the practical one that
a more definitive analysis of the long-range part
of V„„is now possible because of the accurate
results obtained for &4 in the present experiment;
the analysis of Ref. 3 was restricted to &4 &60'.
The other difference is that, instead of using a
Gaussian form' for the direct part VD of V„„, we

employ a folded form incorporating a direct nucleon
nucleon potential of Yukawa form, which is a form
more amenable to meson-theoretical interpreta-
tions. '

We write the potential V of the Schrodinger equa-
tion for ++ o. scattering as follows:

where Vc is the Coulomb potential appropriate
to a Gaussian density and is given byio

with

and where" n =0.514 fm '. The nuclear potential
V„„ofEq. (10) is expressed as

v.„(r)=v„e ""-'+v,(r}, (13)

in which the parameters V„and p.„of the repulsive
part of V „are l dependent, and from the above
discussion, we take V„=0 for /~4. The direct
o.'+ o.' potential VD of Eq. (13) is obtained by folding"
o.-particle matter densities p(r) together with a
direct nucleon-nucleon potential V~ (r};

v, (r)

p(&, )p(&, )V„(&)&(r,—r, —s+r) dr, d r, d s,

4

g„=exp ——g r,.' r,. =o,

and
4

p(~)= 0 g 6(r —r;)0 (414 }

3/2 e-(4/3} &r

37r
(16)

The nucleon-nucleon potential is given the Yukawa
form

v„(r) = — e

The use of Eqs. (16) and (17) in Eq. (14) yields'
-Br

V, (r) = —V„-,'(1+4 (x ) —e""[1—C (z, )]},

with

V~, = 16Vo exp[3''/(6 o.')],

and

(i6)

Z/2

3
3'
4n (30)

(14)

where r, and r, are measured, respectively, from
the e.m. point of each & particle, and r is the
vector connecting the c.m. point of one n particle
with the c.m. point of the other. The &-particle
densities are computed from Gaussian n-particle
wave functions g; thus
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FIG. 5. Potential-model fits to the e + G. phase shifts determined in the present work and those of Refs, 15—18. The
curves represent the results of using the potential parameters of Table IV.
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-Sr
V, (r)--V, , a.s r-

DO py
(21)

and

It is of interest to present results for Vo(r) for
the special cases r-~ and ~=0; thus

T =0 mesons having 4" =0' or 1 . Therefore, the
long-range part of the NV interaction, that part
due to one-pion exchange, does not contribute to
V„. The exchange mass m associated with our
Yukawa range P

' is given by rnc' = Pkc =266 MeV,
or

V (0)=D
p

-Vao @' P
m= (1.97",'" )p, (23)

(22}

The six parameters Vo, P, V„(I=0, 2), and

g„(i=0,2) of the V«of Eq. (13) were varied to
carry out a least-p ' fit to the present n+ n phase
shifts and others. " " First, V, and P were varied
to fit &4. Then, with V, and P fixed at the values
so determined, V„and g„were varied to fit &,
and then varied again to fit 6, . The resultant pa-
rameters are listed in Table IV, the fits to the
phase shifts are shown in Fig. 5, and the potential
V „is illustrated in Fig. 6.

We can compare the Yukawa potential obtained
in the present analysis with nuc1eon-nucleon
potentials which do not contain a repulsive core,
but which fit the low-energy nucleon-nucleon data.
There are many such potentials; we choose for
comparison the potential of Reichstein and Tang"
(RT), which has been used often in resonating-
group calculations. When a pure Serber form
(v. =1) is chosen for the RT potential, its direct
part has a volume integral of 454 MeVfm' and an
rms radius of 2.06 fm. The present Yukawa
potential has somewhat smaller values for these
quantities: The volume integral is given by
4vV, /p' =434 Me& fm' and the rms radius is given

by W6/P = 1.81 fm.
In one-boson-exchange models"'8' (OBEM) of

the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, the direct part
V, of the interaction comes from the exchange of

where p, is the mass of the neutral pion. Thus we
do find an exchange mass significantly larger than
the pion mass, which fact implies a range for V~

shorter than that of the one-pion-exhange potential.
However, the T =0, J' =0' meson (often termed
o,) included in OBEM in order to produce the
required NN intermediate-range attraction should
have a mass m~ in the range (3-5}p, to allow a
reasonable fit to empirical NÃ phase shifts. In
addition, the dimensionl. ess v, -nucleon coupling
constant g, ' should be" about 10 (for m, = 4p)1
whereas from our potential we obtain g' = V, /
[mc'(1 —~ m'/bf')] = 0.33, where M is the nucleon
mass. For some time there was no experimental
evidence for the existence of this isoscalar-scalar
meson postulated in OBEM, and in some analyses '
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TABLE IV. Values of the Yukawa parameters {Pp,P),
of the repulsive core parameters {V„,p,„), and of the g
per degree of freedom v obtained from fits to the phase
shifts 5, vs energy. The indicated error for a parame-
ter corresponds to the occurence of a 50% increase in g
vixen the other varied parameter is adjusted to maintain
a relative minimum for y . The results of using the
tabulated parameters are illustrated in Fig. 5.
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p
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-100

-120

4 85 2 1,35+p'p2 0

6 85 1 35 0 30

0 85 1.35 287.5 p6 0.635+ 0.015 3.6
2 85 1.35 176.5+pp 0.620+ 0.020 10

+r I"r

V„, p„

Vp, P
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-140 I I I I l l I

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

r (fm)
FIG. 6. The nuclear o + e potential V«of Eq. {13)

for the parameter values of Table IV.
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a weakly interacting o, (g,' = 2, m, =3p, ) was used to
simulate the isoscalar part of continuum two-pion
exchange effects. However, a recent analysis"
of the T =0, s-wave mm phase shift yielded a solu-
tion containing a broad resonance (termed e instead
of o,) in the associated amplitude, although the
authors of Ref. 70 are careful to comment that
their mm analysis can also yield a solution which

does not contain an z resonance. It is definitely
concluded, "however, that if the e meson exists
then it must be broad —no narrow c resonance is
possible in the energy range investigated. The
results of Ref. 70 have been incorporated" into

a OBEM of all the experimentally studied baryon-
baryon systems; the parameters used were"
m, c' = 670 MeV, I', = 500 MeV, g,' = 16.23. The
width I', of the e meson was taken into account in

that analysis, whereas in earlier OBEM it was
usual procedure to neglect all widths. " It is
possible that the small values for m and g' as-
sociated with the potential we extract from &+ e
scattering data is a manifestation of the low-mass
region of the c-meson mass distribution. '4 This
question certainly deserves further study.

Vl. CONCLUSION

Accurate measurements have been made of
differential cross sections for n+ n elastic scat-
tering in the energy range from 9 to 15 MeV (c.m. ).
A phase-shift analysis was performed on the data,
and the resultant phase shifts, along with others
from the literature, were used to study the &+ +
system over a wide energy range below the first
reaction threshold.

A two-level R-matrix analysis of &4 was made
in which one level represents the physical reso-
nance near 12 MeV (c.m. ) and the other level
represents the contribution to the nonresonant
background phase from the cumulative effects of
higher-energy l =4 levels. This method of analysis,
in combination with the inclusion in the analysis
of the present accurate values for 64, has resulted
in a rather reliable determination of the width of
the first ~=4' state in 'Be.

We have compared the & + n phase shifts with

those calculated with the resonating-group method.
The comparison indicates that in the calculation it
is necessary to take account of the short-range
repulsion in the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

A potential-model fit has been made to the a
+ n phase shifts with the aim of obtaining some
information on the spin-isospin independent part
V~ of the nucleon-nucleon potential. It is expected
that V„will make the major contribution to the
long-range attractive part of the n+ e potential
V„.This long -range attractive part of V „„was
obtained by folding Gaussian n-particle matter

densities together with a direct nucleon-nucleon
potential V~ of Yukawa form. Phenomenological
short-range repulsive components were included
in V for / =0 and l =2 in order to account for
exchange effects. " The strength and range of the
Yukawa V„obtained from the fitting procedure
were discussed in terms of one-boson-exchange
models of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. It was
concluded that an important future improvement
in the analysis would be to take account of the
large width of the isoscalar-scalar meson whose
exchange should dominate the long-range part of
V, and, hence, the long-range part of V„ .

Finally, we comment on several other improve-
ments in the present potential analysis, which could
lead to a better understanding of the relationship
between V„and V„„. The question of precisely
how much influence exchange processes have on

the long-range part of V„„should be investigated;
the resonating-group method appears to be par-
ticularly suited for use in such an investigation.
Although a Gaussian form is a quite good repre-
sentation of the o'-particle density, somewhat
more precise forms" could be incorporated rela-
tively easily into the analysis. The nucleon-nucleon
tensor interaction can give a small contribution' '
to V because of the presence of a small D-state
admixture" in the &-particle wave function. The
relatively minor, o.'-particle distortion (also
termed polarization' ' ") arising in the a+ o.'

interaction can contribute to the long-range part
of V „, and it would be desirable also to include
this effect in the potential-model analysis.
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APPENDIX: BEAM PROFILE CALCULATION

The beam model mentioned in Sec. III is that
of Critchfield and Dodder" and was employed by
Kan" to calculate the expression for the geometry
factor 6 which we have used here. The model
geometry which generates the beam is shown in

Fig. 7 and consists of a source disk of radius d

at a distance L from an aperture of radius c. The
center of the scattering chamber is at a distance
M from the aperture. The source disk is taken to
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I
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quantities. Define I~ as

I, =I, p g„sin(n1d, ), (A5)

with

cos23, = (r,' -x,' -d')/(2x, d), g, = —2xd'N ',

,i SOURCE APERTURE

1 x2L2N 2 M 2(1 3c2NL-1 M-2)

', x4L'-N 4M '(1+-I M '}

g3=0, g» = —»x4L'M 'N 4(1+4 LM ')

(A6 )

FIG. 7. Beam-model geometry. The source disk has
radius d and the aperture has radius c. The origin of
coordinates is at the center of the scattering chamber,
and the y-z pl.ane (for example} is the scattering pl.ane.

define I& as

Iz ——Xi, g f„sin(n&d, ), (A7)

produce a uniform time-integrated flux Ip of
particles per steradian per unit area of disk.
The geometric parameters are to be chosen such

that a realistic beam intensity distribution is ob-
tained near the scattering-chamber center.

We calculate I, the number of particles passing
through unit area of the plane z =0 of Fig. 7.
Because I is independent of the azimuthal angle
about the z axis, we simply calculate it along the
positive x axis:

I, =I xd'N-'(1 --,'d'N-'-~x'N-')

I =lwcM(1 —3CM —+xM)
(A9)

(A10)

with

A = (1 —x r s1n K ) =i r 2+d2 —x
i /(2dr )

f -xcLM N 1( 1+2c2L 1M '+& c2M 2)

+ ', x'Lc N-'M '(-1 + .' -I. M -'), -

f, =0, f, =2x'cL2N 'M 3(1+»LM ') (A8)

and define I„I„I„and I, as

s1s)=I, J s s s rsrs- (A1 } I2=I, 1 — +~ , —sin ' x,rp sln&g

In Eq. (A1) the integration is over the area of the
source disk which the aperture allows to be viewed
from the point (x, 0, 0), (r, 1c) are polar coordinates
specifying a particular point on the source disk,
and s is the vector from the point (r, ~) on the disk
to the point (x, 0, 0). The aperture projection from
point (x, 0, 0) onto the plane of the source disk is
a circle of radius r, with its center at the point
(-x„0,—N), where

+I~+ Iy,
and

(A11)

+ 7I++i sin ' x,r, ' sin,

+ I~ -Iy (A12)

The intensity I(x), where x)0, is given by the
following tabulation:

N=L+M, ro=cNM ', xo=xLM ' . (A2)

We treat x/N and r/N as small quantities and ex-
pand the integrand of Eq. (A1) to obtain

1r ~2{id:x )

I(x) =2I,N ' d1c Q(r, 1d;x)rdr,
(do(g) rj(~; x )

Conditions

ro) d +xo
6 +So d ro +So xo r() + d

d ~ ro+Xo
Xo +~ro +d

I(x} Eq.

(A9)
IR (A11)
13 (A12)
I (A10)
0 ~ 0 ~

with

Q(r, 113;x) =1 —2N '(r' —2xrcos&u+x') . (A4)

The integration limits r„r„and »d2 in Eq. (A3)
have a variety of functional forms, which depend

upon the relationships among the quantities x„r„
and d. We will not list the forms for the limits
here, but will simply give the final result for the
beam intensity distributionI(x). This is most
easily accomplished by first defining several

D =2(cN+d M)/I,

tan@ = (c+d)/L .

(A13)

(A14)

Typical beam-model parameters, in mm, might
be d=&, c=4, L =300, and M=100. These result
in values of a few mm for D, the beam diameter
at the scattering chamber center, and a few mrad
for e, the maximum angle which a particle in the
beam can made with the z axis of Fig. 7. The
quantities D and c can be calculated from the
formulas
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